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21st Century Great Power Strategy 
Syllabus - 2021 

 

Dr. Aaron McKeil 
aaron.mckeil@uni-erfurt.de 

 

Module Description: 

 

How does classic strategic thinking help clarify great power strategies for the 21st 

Century? To use a phrase from Raymond Aron, great powers compete and cooperate 

on the “strategic-diplomatic chessboard” of international relations. But, in the 21st 

Century, the balance of power amongst the great powers is shifting, and the 

chessboard itself is changing in fundamental ways. The decline of the US is producing 

a messy untested era of multipolar power politics, demanding and inviting new 

strategies. The rise of China, furthermore, is not only the most rapid and largest in 

world history, it is also the most strategically complicated because of its global 

economic integration. India’s longstanding strategic autonomy has provided India 

with security, but is also limiting its strategic potential. Russia is the weakest of the 

great powers, but this makes its strategy possibly the most consequential. The EU has 

impressive economic and normative power, and its member states wield considerable 

military hard power, but the ambitions of the EU’s global strategy may outstrip even 

these capabilities. This course explores strategic thinking and applies it to clarify cases 

of great power strategies in the complicated and changing context of the 21st Century. 

 

Recommended supplemental preparatory readings: 

 

 Christopher Coker Rebooting Clausewitz 

 Lawrence Freedman Strategy: A History 

 Colin S. Gray The Future of Strategy 

 

Aims and Objectives: 

 

Through this course, students will gain: 

 

 Familiarity with the principles of strategic thinking, 

 Grasp of the International Relations theories that explain great power 

strategies, 

 Depth of exposure to great power strategies and challenges in contemporary 

practice, 

And 

 Practice in applied strategy through analytical assignments and strategic 

crisis simulations.  
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Course Overview: 

 

Part I: Stratégiste vs. Stratège: Strategy in Theory and Practice 

1. Introduction: Course Overview, Aims, and Objectives 

2. The Great Strategists: War and the Principles of Strategic Thinking 

3. Strategy as the ‘Bridge that Relates Military Power to Political Purpose’: 

Theorizing the Sources and Political Purposes of Great Power Strategies 

 

4. Strategy as the ‘Art of Creating Power’: Understanding Power in Great Power 

Strategies (Strategy Forum Post 1 due, 20%) 

 

Part II: Great Power Strategies in a Changing Global Order 

5. Great Power Strategies in the Making of Global Order, 1814-15, 1919, 1945, 

1989-91 

6. US “Grand Strategy” After Liberal Hegemony 

7. The Balance of Power and Russian Strategy 

8. Midway Reading and Study Break 

9. The EU Global Strategy, Stuck Between the Superpowers? 

10. India’s Strategic Autonomy and Strategic Potential 

11. China’s Global South Coalition Strategy (Strategy Forum Post 2 due, 20%) 

Part III: Strategic Challenges and Decisions 

12. Surrogate Warfare: Is Strategy Still a ‘Battle of Wills’? 

13. Strategic Crisis Simulation (Participation 10%) 

14. Conclusion: The Future of Great Power Strategy (EU Strategy Paper Due, 50%) 

 

Assessment on course is comprised of: 

 One EU Strategy Paper (50%) 

 Two Strategy Forum Posts (20% each) 

And 

 Participation in One Strategic Crisis Simulation (10%) 

*Instructions and assessment criteria will be made available on Moodle. 
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Course Calendar, 2021 

1. - 20 April 10:00AM-11:00 

2. - 27 April 13:00-14:30 

3. - 4 May 13:00-14:30 

4. - 11 May 13:00-14:30 

5. - 18 May 13:00-14:30 

6. - 25 May 13:00-14:30 

7. - 1 June 13:00-14:30 

8. - Midway reading and study break 

9. - 8 June 13:00-14:30 

10. - 15 June 13:00-14:30 

11. - 22 June 13:00-14:30 

12. - 29 June 13:00-14:30 

13. - 6 July 13:00-14:30 

14. - 13 July 13:00-14:30 
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Weekly Readings and Lecture Descriptions: 

 

Part I: Stratégiste vs. Stratège: Strategy in Theory and Practice 

If strategy is a practice, performed by the practitioner stratège or strategos, the theorist 

and analyst that explains and assesses strategies, the stratégiste, does so ultimately for 

the purpose of improving the performance of strategy in practice. Part I of the Course 

firstly covers the principles of strategic thinking, as developed by the classic strategic 

thinkers such as Clausewitz, Thucydides, Kautilya, and Sun Tzu. Then, the IR theories 

that explain why great powers adopt different strategies are explored and given 

comparative assessment. Lastly, the concept of power and its role in strategy is given 

closer scrutiny. 

 

 

1. Introduction: Course Overview, Aims, and Objectives 

 

This lecture is devoted to providing a clear overview of the course, including reading 

and syllabus materials on this course, the learning objectives and rationale behind the 

steps that will be taken during this course, and the assignment instructions and 

deadlines.  

 

*No reading, other than to review the syllabus. 

 

 

2. The Great Strategists and the Principles of Strategic Thinking 

 

Classic strategic thought was developed as an aspect of war. To what extent and with 

what specific lessons and principles can classic strategic thinkers aid strategic thinking 

today? This lecture covers the principles of strategic thinking, as developed by the 

classic strategic thinkers such as Clausewitz, Thucydides, Kautilya, and Sun Tzu. 

 

Class question: 

 

 To what extent and with what specific principles of strategic thought can 

classic strategic thinkers, such as Clausewitz, aid strategic thinking today? 

 

Essential reading: 

 Michael Howard, ‘Introduction’ to Clausewitz On War 

 Clausewitz On War, ‘Chapter I: Strategy’, ‘Chapter II: The Elements of 

Strategy’ 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/War-Oxford-Worlds-Classics/dp/0199540020/ref=asc_df_0199540020/?tag=googshopuk-21&linkCode=df0&hvadid=310805555931&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=12048998530783858346&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9046005&hvtargid=pla-436646231908&psc=1&th=1&asin=0199540020&revisionId=&format=4&depth=1
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1946/1946-h/1946-h.htm#chap15
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1946/1946-h/1946-h.htm#chap15
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 Michael Howard, ‘The Relevance of Traditional Strategy’, Foreign Affairs, 51:2 

(1973), pp. 253-266. 

 

Further optional reading: 

 Christopher Coker Rebooting Clausewitz 

 Clausewitz On War (ideally the Oxford edition, not the Penguin). 

 Thucydides The Peloponnesian War 

 Kautilya The Arthashastra 

 Sun Tzu The Art of War 

 

 

3. Strategy as the ‘Bridge that Relates Military Power to Political Purpose’: 

Theorizing the Sources and Political Purposes of Great Power Strategies 

 

If strategy is the ‘bridge that relates military power to political purpose’, as suggested 

by the strategic theorist Collin Gray, the strategist needs not only familiarity with 

military means, and history of political ends, but also a theory to explain and 

understand the sources of political purposes. This lecture covers the role of strategists 

in relation to strategy, then visits the main IR theories that explain the deeper sources 

(as opposed to proximate causes) of great powers strategies. 

 

Class questions: 

 

 What is the role of the analytical civilian strategist, the stratégiste, as opposed 

to the practitioner stratège, and what function or purpose does theory serve in 

the former? 

 How does Thucydides idea of the deep causes of war, as opposed to proximate 

causes, shape IR theory? How do these deep causes relate to political purposes? 

 

Essential reading 

 

 Hew Strachan, ‘Strategy in Theory; Strategy in Practice’, Journal of Strategic 

Studies, 42:2, pp. 171-190.  

 

 Stephen Walt, ‘One World, Many Theories’, Foreign Policy, 1998, pp. 29-46. 

 

Further optional reading 

 

 For further reading on the role of strategists in theory vs. strategy in practice: 

 Colin Gray The Strategy Bridge: Theory for Practice 

 Hedley Bull, ‘Strategic Studies and Its Critics’, World Politics, 20:4 

(1968), pp. 5930-605. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/20037977?casa_token=SK9Hhu-BkAcAAAAA%3AJxZAUHoPCyz0piot9Vh8RPs2QcinFQyQnbXdrDi5IQ5WPoHTExdc6XQgDV8uMkoev5edKbb-pfndR8KmqMUD2l700PhwKlUAzYORn_ZBMBmQxCWTFw&seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.jstor.org/stable/20037977?casa_token=SK9Hhu-BkAcAAAAA%3AJxZAUHoPCyz0piot9Vh8RPs2QcinFQyQnbXdrDi5IQ5WPoHTExdc6XQgDV8uMkoev5edKbb-pfndR8KmqMUD2l700PhwKlUAzYORn_ZBMBmQxCWTFw&seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=YDooDwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&dq=christopher+coker+clauwitz&ots=Js1x6dty8p&sig=9O4JXT0clZPXoZCaBLZQICpCMaI&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=christopher%20coker%20clauwitz&f=false
https://www-tandfonline-com.gate3.library.lse.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1080/01402390.2018.1559153
https://www-tandfonline-com.gate3.library.lse.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1080/01402390.2018.1559153
https://edisciplinas.usp.br/pluginfile.php/4018694/mod_resource/content/1/Walt%201998.pdf
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Strategy-Bridge-Theory-Practice/dp/0199579660
https://heinonline.org/HOL/Page?handle=hein.journals/wpot20&div=38&g_sent=1&casa_token=_a6cPCPwG8QAAAAA:SzxM4hhpXCbbc8EXbRaSXfCAICmvOI1qMZqp3T_ZfK_suQ3oeQKZRvh4bc---H5iS6myVpI&collection=journals
https://heinonline.org/HOL/Page?handle=hein.journals/wpot20&div=38&g_sent=1&casa_token=_a6cPCPwG8QAAAAA:SzxM4hhpXCbbc8EXbRaSXfCAICmvOI1qMZqp3T_ZfK_suQ3oeQKZRvh4bc---H5iS6myVpI&collection=journals
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 Michael Howard, ‘The Classical Strategists’, Adelphi Series, 58: 472-

474 (1969), pp. 179-214. 

 For further reading on IR theory, see the entries on IR theories in Oxford 

Handbook of International Relations. 

 For introductory descriptions of IR theories, possibly helpful are interviews 

with IR theorists on youtube, here. 

 

 

4. Strategy as the ‘Art of Creating Power’: Understanding Power in Great Power 

Strategies (Strategy Forum Post 1 due, 20%) 

 

The celebrated historian of strategic thought and practice, Lawrence Freedman, 

suggests that strategy is the ‘art of creating power’. If this is the case, then what exactly 

is “power”, and how is it created by strategy? This lecture gives the concept of power 

close scrutiny, distinguishing hard, soft, structural, and “useable” power. It also 

covers the problem of measuring power, the idea and strategic challenge of power 

shifts, and assesses the notion of “smart power” strategies. 

 

Class questions: 

 

 What are the different kinds of power and how do they shape the strategic 

behaviour of states? 

 Is “smart power” a smart strategy? 

 

Essential reading 

 Joseph Nye, ‘Get Smart: Combining Hard and Soft Power’, Foreign Affairs, 

88:4 (2009), pp. 160-163. 

 

 Nicholas Kitchen and Michael Cox, ‘Power, Structural Power, and American 

Decline’, Cambridge Review of International Affairs, 32:6, pp. 734-752. 

 

Further optional reading 

 

 Michael Barnet and Raymond Duvall, ‘Power in International Politics’, 

International Organization, 59:1 (2005), pp. 39-75. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/19445571.2018.1721783?casa_token=dhd_USoB-igAAAAA%3AcFVUyIx3-gaAO1vA__1NeNRjonbiTxKEwIl2vqWQPDwWeUrQxen9_OVFMiltbQhi8DwUk4lGfJQ
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/19445571.2018.1721783?casa_token=dhd_USoB-igAAAAA%3AcFVUyIx3-gaAO1vA__1NeNRjonbiTxKEwIl2vqWQPDwWeUrQxen9_OVFMiltbQhi8DwUk4lGfJQ
https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199219322.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199219322
https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199219322.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199219322
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhQpDGfX5e7C6FA5IYU3VPYN7kWHl1mxQ
https://www.jstor.org/stable/20699631?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.jstor.org/stable/20699631?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09557571.2019.1606158
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09557571.2019.1606158
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3877878?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3877878?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
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Part II: Great Power Strategies in a Changing Global Order 

 
Part II of this course examines the strategies great powers have deployed in the 

modern practice of international relations. It firstly convers the history of major 

ordering moments and strategic choices made after great power wars. It then 

examines, explains, and assesses the contemporary strategies of great powers today, 

including the US, Russia, India, China, and the EU, if it can be considered a great 

power. 

 

 

5. Great Power Strategies in the Making of Global Order, 1814-15, 1919, 1945, 

1989-91 

 

In Part I, lecture 2, we covered the IR theories that explain why great powers adopt 

some strategies over others. In this lecture, the first of Part II, we first differentiate the 

gradations of small, middle, and great powers, and then “test” the explanations  

offered by IR theories, by examining the strategic choices made be great powers after 

great power wars in modern international history.  

 

Class questions 

 

 What is a “great power”? 

 How have great powers used strategy not only to wage wars, but also to 

make order and a lasting peace after major wars? 

 

Essential reading 

 G. John Ikenberry and Daniel H. Nexon, ‘Hegemony Studies 3.0: The 

Dynamics of Hegemonic Orders’, Security Studies, 28:3, pp. 395-421. 

 

Further optional reading 

 G. John Ikenberry After Victory: Institutions, Strategic Restraint, and the 

Rebuilding of Order after Major Wars 

 

 Robert Gilpin War & Change in World Politics 

 

 K.J. Holsti Peace and War: Armed Conflicts and International Order, 1648-1989 

 

 

6. US “Grand Strategy” After Liberal Hegemony 

 

The US has been the greatest great power since the end of the Cold War, and the 

leading “hegemon” of the Atlantic system since 1945. In this era, the US has pursued 

https://www-tandfonline-com.gate3.library.lse.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1080/09636412.2019.1604981
https://www-tandfonline-com.gate3.library.lse.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1080/09636412.2019.1604981
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691192840/after-victory
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691192840/after-victory
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/war-and-change-in-world-politics/3A41732AFF3F08687A9FEDA2AF1E6A5D
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/peace-and-war/37AEB58913E6EF0834D40EFE086D32FE
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a “grand strategy” of “liberal hegemony”. Today, however, the US is “exiting” from 

hegemony, and the “liberal” international order it has built is receding against a wave 

of rising illiberal powers. 

 

Class questions 

 

 Has the strategy of “liberal hegemony” been inherently self-defeating? 

 Are there more effective alternative “grand strategies” available? 

 How important is Europe in any US strategy? 

 

Essential reading 

 

 G. John Ikenberry, ‘The End of the Liberal Order?’, International Affairs, 94:1 

(2018), pp. 7-23. 

 

 John J. Mearsheimer, ‘Bound to Fail: The Rise and Fall of the Liberal 

International Order’, Security Studies, 43:4 (2019), pp. 7-50. 

 

 ‘Interim National Security Strategic Guidance’, The White House, March 2021. 

 

Further optional reading 

 Mathew Burrows and Robert Manning, ‘Humility in American Grand 

Strategy’, War on the Rocks, March, 2021. 

 

 Nina Silove, ‘Beyond the Buzzword: The Three Meanings of “Grand 

Strategy”, Security Studies, 27:1 (2018), pp. 27-57. 

 

 Thomas Meaney and Stephen Wertheim, ‘Grand Flattery: The Yale Grand 

Strategy Seminar’, The Nation, 2012. 

 

 Daniel H. Nexon, ‘Why the Great Power Competition Framework is Flawed’, 

Exit From Hegemony, 2021. 

 

 

7. The Balance of Power and Russian Strategy 

 

Russia is the weakest of the great powers, but this makes its alignment crucial, because 

it potentially “holds the balance”. This lecture gauges the balance of power, considers 

how Russia qualifies as a great power, and examines, attempts to explain, and assesses 

Russian counter-hegemonic strategy as a “strategic competitor” today.  

 

Class questions 

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/94/1/7/4762691?login=true
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/94/1/7/4762691?login=true
https://watermark.silverchair.com/isec_a_00342.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAnwwggJ4BgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggJpMIICZQIBADCCAl4GCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMW_Goa27S-Xi2-vwWAgEQgIICLwWWQDaH2aNfqeW-jCa08KFTjnoKiWpo58q9lMILt1OPAmCEprZEzKk8BJVkLT3XpuZbqE5Pv-v3i7O2svkW8iQeUzyiA0vb9CUA3wFcmsauiY4cORmU3t20AMYN0BhAQ3pZ2-v-C2ch8hMN8S9VK0Jq9cv4VxZU2fwsj1igUTOZ-b-5NaWwBe0n654mgNgfc3nqHZ3Jj11Tf7rgG87l8eoA3CucQROX6kgSW1CLc3Vs4W4g_qelA_0thEWMHtiUmrfEhiWj0zH3FXXoxbJh5qpUnc9QdAovYyeuUXFI_jV7mwX12KAvpBQVjSFJTlHuIuTBqSGnevoY7MKwTI2jCIsHWTj564z_bHwu3kb1FkkQkgiTSwneGybPM1slCeqkH5bZCW0xXv4RhTt-gb9S5grr7sRVzAnpb5mSJIAHx73s9Z3irRVI44jCZx7sJyq__Tz9WwedpJcxMffgWV5wJJs-vi7UvjixfWyZBWhrPK4N9reQXIDEQFWyH0Wh8PuiSU8D49bHbpuqTH4NbzN2QFCKkpkEdADNmm0ZiVdRWEkNRqz3cGu_eRBbJ4OSZIdjlIYISaThi3uvdAtIg5ZWmlKrwB7JlqKBxsi0DNLvu3Cy7frdQtMAkd6RyU5CdGqTuvZabtW98pRrKbdyHbo2Ty-AJ3myuORzIXoh_NlrQjdQjQgbN2iAQZqFNH73vUCrnwJKTcJVrcVPy7eu6zR1TsMNeylEYBXZn4uyutTACRE
https://watermark.silverchair.com/isec_a_00342.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAnwwggJ4BgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggJpMIICZQIBADCCAl4GCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMW_Goa27S-Xi2-vwWAgEQgIICLwWWQDaH2aNfqeW-jCa08KFTjnoKiWpo58q9lMILt1OPAmCEprZEzKk8BJVkLT3XpuZbqE5Pv-v3i7O2svkW8iQeUzyiA0vb9CUA3wFcmsauiY4cORmU3t20AMYN0BhAQ3pZ2-v-C2ch8hMN8S9VK0Jq9cv4VxZU2fwsj1igUTOZ-b-5NaWwBe0n654mgNgfc3nqHZ3Jj11Tf7rgG87l8eoA3CucQROX6kgSW1CLc3Vs4W4g_qelA_0thEWMHtiUmrfEhiWj0zH3FXXoxbJh5qpUnc9QdAovYyeuUXFI_jV7mwX12KAvpBQVjSFJTlHuIuTBqSGnevoY7MKwTI2jCIsHWTj564z_bHwu3kb1FkkQkgiTSwneGybPM1slCeqkH5bZCW0xXv4RhTt-gb9S5grr7sRVzAnpb5mSJIAHx73s9Z3irRVI44jCZx7sJyq__Tz9WwedpJcxMffgWV5wJJs-vi7UvjixfWyZBWhrPK4N9reQXIDEQFWyH0Wh8PuiSU8D49bHbpuqTH4NbzN2QFCKkpkEdADNmm0ZiVdRWEkNRqz3cGu_eRBbJ4OSZIdjlIYISaThi3uvdAtIg5ZWmlKrwB7JlqKBxsi0DNLvu3Cy7frdQtMAkd6RyU5CdGqTuvZabtW98pRrKbdyHbo2Ty-AJ3myuORzIXoh_NlrQjdQjQgbN2iAQZqFNH73vUCrnwJKTcJVrcVPy7eu6zR1TsMNeylEYBXZn4uyutTACRE
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/03/03/interim-national-security-strategic-guidance/
https://warontherocks.com/2021/03/humility-in-american-grand-strategy/
https://warontherocks.com/2021/03/humility-in-american-grand-strategy/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09636412.2017.1360073
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09636412.2017.1360073
https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/grand-flattery-yale-grand-strategy-seminar/
https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/grand-flattery-yale-grand-strategy-seminar/
http://www.exitfromhegemony.net/2021/02/19/why-the-great-power-competition-framework-is-flawed/
http://www.exitfromhegemony.net/2021/02/19/why-the-great-power-competition-framework-is-flawed/
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 What is the balance of power and how does it shape strategy? 

 Does Russia have a strategy, and how is it shaped by the balance of power? 

 

Essential reading 

 

 Alexander Cooley and Daniel H. Nexon, ‘Illiberal Tide: Why the International 

Order is Tilting Toward Autocracy’, Foreign Affairs, 2021. 

 

 Alexey Arbatov, ‘Collapse of the World Order?’, Russia in Global Affairs. 

 

Further optional reading 

 Rebecca Adler-Nissen and Ayse Zarakol, ‘Struggles for Recognition: The 

Liberal International Order and the Merger of Its Discontent’, International 

Organization, 2020. 

 

 Alexander Cooley, Daniel Nexon, and Steven Ward, ‘Revising Order or 

Challenging the Balance of Power? An Alternative Typology of Revisionist 

and Status-quo States’, Review of International Politics, 45:4 (2019), pp. 689-708. 

 

 Daniel H. Nexon, ‘The Balance of Power in the Balance’, World Politics, 61:2 

(2009), pp. 330-59. 

 

 

8. Midway Reading and Study Break 

 

*There are no lectures or classes scheduled this week. During this week, read the EU Global 

Strategy in detail and develop your assessment of its strengths and weaknesses. This 

document will be reviewed the following week with the class as a whole and forms 

the basis of the EU Policy Paper Assignment. 

 

*See the reading for the week following. 

 

 

9. The EU Global Strategy (Strategy Forum Post 2 due, 20%) 

 

This lecture considers the ways in which the EU is a great power and reviews the 

strengths and weaknesses of the EU Global Strategy in a changing global order. It also 

provides guidance on the EU Strategy Paper Assignment instructions. 

 

Class questions 

 

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2021-03-26/illiberal-tide
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2021-03-26/illiberal-tide
https://eng.globalaffairs.ru/articles/collapse-of-the-world-order-2/
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-organization/article/struggles-for-recognition-the-liberal-international-order-and-the-merger-of-its-discontents/2CA314390EAC48EA619D7834C3A71CA4
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-organization/article/struggles-for-recognition-the-liberal-international-order-and-the-merger-of-its-discontents/2CA314390EAC48EA619D7834C3A71CA4
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-organization/article/struggles-for-recognition-the-liberal-international-order-and-the-merger-of-its-discontents/2CA314390EAC48EA619D7834C3A71CA4
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/review-of-international-studies/article/revising-order-or-challenging-the-balance-of-military-power-an-alternative-typology-of-revisionist-and-statusquo-states/FA5C1C5932F13DFED94C4B1068CDD203
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/review-of-international-studies/article/revising-order-or-challenging-the-balance-of-military-power-an-alternative-typology-of-revisionist-and-statusquo-states/FA5C1C5932F13DFED94C4B1068CDD203
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/review-of-international-studies/article/revising-order-or-challenging-the-balance-of-military-power-an-alternative-typology-of-revisionist-and-statusquo-states/FA5C1C5932F13DFED94C4B1068CDD203
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40263485?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40263485?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
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 Is the EU a “power"? If so, what kind? 

 How effective is the EU global strategy? 

 

 

Essential reading 

 

 European Union Global Strategy 

 

 Karen E. Smith, ‘A European Union Global Strategy for a Changing World?’, 

International Politics, 2017.  

 

Further optional reading 

 

 Nathalie Tocci, ‘Resilience and the Role of the European Union in the World’, 

Contemporary Security Policy, 41:2 (2020), pp. 176-194. 

 

 Implementing the EU Global Strategy Year 2. 

 

 

10. India’s Strategic Autonomy and Strategic Potential 

 

India, since decolonization, has pursued a strategy of preserving strategic autonomy. 

This lecture examines how India has pursued strategic autonomy, attempts to explain 

why it has not aligned more closely with other great powers, and considers whether 

and the extent to which India should. 

 

Class questions 

 

 Is India’s long-standing policy of strategic autonomy still conducive to India’s 

security? 

 Should India pursue regional hegemony, or should it deep strategic ties with 

Quad powers, for instance? 

 

Essential reading 

 

 Rohan Mukherjee, ‘Chaos as Opportunity: The United States and World Order 

in India’s Grand Strategy’, Contemporary Politics, 26:4 (2020), pp. 420-438. 

 

Further optional reading 

 

 Manjeet S. Pardesi, ‘American Global Primacy and the Rise of India’, Asia 

Pacific, 129 (2017).  

https://eeas.europa.eu/archives/docs/top_stories/pdf/eugs_review_web.pdf
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/75896/1/Smith_EU%20global%20strategy_2017.pdf
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/75896/1/Smith_EU%20global%20strategy_2017.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13523260.2019.1640342?casa_token=qLp0JN3k1BEAAAAA%3AKs3n8fidoA97aWrneiQnWv5I8qnJYCBvj9qxv4ln0qDLvurRzNJUKVVCtuw8G74Vi5THzkZrg_s
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13523260.2019.1640342?casa_token=qLp0JN3k1BEAAAAA%3AKs3n8fidoA97aWrneiQnWv5I8qnJYCBvj9qxv4ln0qDLvurRzNJUKVVCtuw8G74Vi5THzkZrg_s
https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/default/files/eugs_annual_report_year_2.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13569775.2020.1777040
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13569775.2020.1777040
https://www.eastwestcenter.org/publications/american-global-primacy-and-the-rise-india
https://www.eastwestcenter.org/publications/american-global-primacy-and-the-rise-india
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 Rahul Roy-Chaudhury and Kate Sullivan de Estrada, ‘India, the Indo-Pacific 

and the Quad’, Survival: Global Politics and Strategy, 60;3 (2018). 

 

 

11. China’s Global South Coalition Strategy 

 

The rise of China is not only the most rapid and largest in world history, it is also the 

most complicated because of its global economic integration. This lecture examines 

China’s emerging strategy of building a global coalition of states to balance the US, 

attempts to explain it, and assesses its viability and implications for the emerging 

global order.  

 

Class questions 

 

 What is China’s strategy? 

 What kind of world order is China’s strategy designed to produce? 

 How does economic interdependence complicate China’s strategy? 

 

Essential reading 

 Alvaro Mendez and Chris Alden, ‘China in Panama: From Peripheral 

Diplomacy to Grand Strategy’, Geopolitics, 2019. 

 

 Evelyn Goh, ‘Contesting Hegemonic Order: China in East Asia’, Security 

Studies, 28:3 (2019), pp. 614-644. 

 

Further optional reading 

 

 Odd Arne Westad, ‘The Sources of Chinese Conduct: Are Washington and 

Beijing Fighting a New Cold War?’, Foreign Affairs, 2019. Youtube. 

 

 China Foresight, LSE IDEAS. 

 

 Charles A. Kupchan and Peter Trubowitz, ‘A China Strategy to Reunite 

America’s Allies’, 2021. 

 

 The Longer Telegram: Toward a new American China Strategy’, The Atlantic 

Council, 2021. 

 

 

 

 

https://www-tandfonline-com.gate3.library.lse.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1080/00396338.2018.1470773
https://www-tandfonline-com.gate3.library.lse.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1080/00396338.2018.1470773
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/101599/1/China_in_Panama_Accepted_Manuscript_Mendez_and_Alden_2019_.pdf
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/101599/1/China_in_Panama_Accepted_Manuscript_Mendez_and_Alden_2019_.pdf
https://www-tandfonline-com.gate3.library.lse.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1080/09636412.2019.1604989
https://www-tandfonline-com.gate3.library.lse.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1080/09636412.2019.1604989
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07lp1DgHs4k
https://www.lse.ac.uk/ideas/projects/china-foresight
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/usappblog/2021/01/13/a-china-strategy-to-reunite-americas-allies/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/usappblog/2021/01/13/a-china-strategy-to-reunite-americas-allies/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/content-series/atlantic-council-strategy-paper-series/the-longer-telegram/#executive-summary
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/content-series/atlantic-council-strategy-paper-series/the-longer-telegram/#executive-summary
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Part III: Strategic Challenges and Decisions 
 

Part III tests and challenges your strategic thinking by considering how “surrogate 

warfare” is changing strategy and raising critical strategic choices for great powers in 

the 21st Century. Part III also tests and challenges your strategic thinking by engaging 

in a strategic crisis simulation and horizon scanning the future challenges of great 

power strategy. 

 

12. Surrogate Warfare: Is Strategy still a ‘Battle of Wills’? 

 

Michelle Foucault defined strategy as a ‘battle of wills’, but to what extent is this still 

a valid definition in a context where great powers are increasingly targeting 

populations as “unwilling” surrogates of powerful narrative discourses in 

information warfare? 

 

Class questions 

 

 To what extent will surrogate warfare become the form conflict between great 

powers in the 21st Century? 

 In what specific ways is the rise of surrogate warfare changing the future of 

strategy? 

 

Essential reading 

 

 Andreas Krieg and Jean-Marc Rickli, ‘Surrogate Warfare: The Art of War in 

the 21st Centuy?’, Defence Studies, 18:2 (2018), pp. 113-130. 

 

 Thomas Weldman, ‘Strategic Narratives and US Surrogate Warfare’, Survival: 

Global Politics and Strategy, 61:1 (2019), pp. 161-178. 

 

Further optional reading 

 

 Andreas Krieg and Jean-Marc Rickli Surrogate Warfare: The Transformation of 

War in the Twenty-First Century  

 Lucas Kello The Virtual Weapon and International Order 

 Steven Lukes, ‘Power and the Battle for Hearts and Minds’, Millennium: 

Journal of International Studies, 2005. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14702436.2018.1429218
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14702436.2018.1429218
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00396338.2019.1568049
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00396338.2019.1568049
http://press.georgetown.edu/book/georgetown/surrogate-warfare
http://press.georgetown.edu/book/georgetown/surrogate-warfare
https://yalebooks.yale.edu/book/9780300220230/virtual-weapon-and-international-order
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/03058298050330031201
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/03058298050330031201
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 Julian Reid, ‘Foucault on Clausewitz: Conceptualizing the Relationship 

Between War and Power’, Alternatives: Global, Local, Political, 28:1 (2003), pp. 1-

28. 

 

 

13. Strategic Crisis Simulation (Participation 10%) 

*Instructions will be provided separately in advance and crucial information about the crisis 

will be revealed on the day. 

 

 

 

14. Conclusion: The Future of Great Power Strategy (EU Strategy Paper Due, 50%) 

The global order that emerges in the medium-to-long-term depends on what great 

power strategies are adopted and how the equation of their selection and contest is 

resolved in the near-term. 

Class questions 

 

 What kind of global order is the combination of great power strategies 

producing in the near-term, and with what effects for global order in the 

medium to long-term? 

 

*Readings TBC. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/40645064?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40645064?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://www.jstor.org/stable/40645064?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents

